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Top 25 Independent Agency 
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Strong growth

Milwaukee, Chicago, Miami

Agency of record for Maine Office of 
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We create leading 

results for brands that 

create life changing 

experiences.
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Small Town Resurgence

Small town travel is on the rise. It is the top travel trend on Pinterest for 2019 by a 

long shot. Where else can you find charming inns, regional cuisine, hidden gems, and 

mom-and-pop shops all in one place?
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Appren-Trips

56% of global travelers agree traveling has 

taught them invaluable life skills

Trips with a purpose will become more 

popular in 2019, with 68% of global travelers 

considering taking part in cultural exchanges 

to learn a new skill, followed by a 

volunteering trip (54%).
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Despite its aspirational nature, the reality of travel for many is that short-term leisure trips of three or fewer 

days are still more feasible than longer vacations. Shorter distances are more common, too, as only one in 

five Americans left the country for a vacation in the last year.

Short-term leisure trips 
are more accessible 
than long ones.

43% 
traveled by airplane 
in the last year

32%
have ever taken a 
cruise

21% 
have taken an 
international trip in 
the past year

Of the U.S. population age 12+On average, how many of each type of leisure trip

(not business) you take each year

24%
17%

37%

22%

30% 29% 30%

11%

0 1 2 to 3 4+

Short-term (3 or fewer days) Long-term (4 or more days)

Number of trips

12Kantar U.S. MONITOR 2019
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Whether capturing a deal on cheap flights or 

taking a road trip, micro-vacations have 

become a big trend for travel-hungry 

Millennials and members of Gen Z. Short 

weekend trips fulfill these consumers’ desire to 

experience unique locations, often on a 

budget. 

Micro-Trips
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According to an Edelman 2019 travel trends 

report, consumers continue to look for ways to 

incorporate wellness into their travels by 

seeking out locations with outdoor physical 

activity.

Pursuit of Wellness
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On trend with environmentally conscious travel, the 
Jackson Hole Travel & Tourism Board launched a 
campaign encouraging visitors to stop geotagging, and 
instead use the location “Tag Responsibly, Keep Jackson 
Hole Wild.”

The campaign turns something people already do into an 
awareness drive for both the destination and the need to 
protect it. 

Tag Responsibly 
Jackson Hole Travel & Tourism Board
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Ironically, to encourage tourism, The Faroe Islands publicly declared it 

would be closed to tourists for a weekend in April ‘for maintenance’. 

Instead, Faroe Islands invited  international volunteers or 

‘voluntourists’ to apply to visit and work with the locals to help 

build/rebuild signage, walking paths, and viewpoints for the 18-island 

archipelago’s most popular sights.

The idea provided a clever solution for over-tourism-a growing trend 

in the age of social media-while spreading awareness for the Faroe 

Islands as a unique travel destination. 

Closed for Maintenance
Faroe Islands 
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Ski-Seekers

Source: Nielson 

Travelers in the Northeast United States as well as Ontario and 

Quebec remain keen on ski trips and seek these experiences 

as their top choice for winter vacation activities. 
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Ski Traveler Motivations

Source: Nielson 

Today’s travelers have diverse 

needs and desires, but many 

are seeking mountain 

vacations regardless of their 

diverse interests
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Who is Maine’s customer?
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+ Reverse stagnant growth in visitation 

+ Introduce new visitors to Maine to right side a 

decline in aging repeat visitors 

+ Generate more economic impact

+ Prioritize visitors who spend money 

Need for Segmentation  
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+ Highest likelihood of visiting Maine

+ Highest potential to spend the most money in Maine

+ Most identify with the Maine brand personal values-
based perspective  

+ Which aspects of the Maine experience are most 
appealing to each consumer group

+ Which aspects of our brand messaging most 
resonates to each consumer group

+ Which consumer groups are most likely to 
advocate/influence others to come to Maine

Segmentation Identified
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+ Connect to media planning software that allows us to 
understand these groups’ lifestyle, attitudes, values and 
media habits

+ Make media plan selections based on where and how 
these groups consume media

+ Identify potential brand partnerships based on lifestyle 
and buying patterns

+ Customize all messaging based on what we know 
resonates with and motivates each group

+ Measure segment performance

• Ad effectiveness study

• Annual visitor profile 

Applying the Data
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+ Understand which segments visit your 

community and pick “one” priority audience 

+ Target your media to reach that audience 

specifically – do not try to reach everyone

+ Create messaging that resonates with that 

audience 

Using the data for Bethel

2
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“When I take vacations, I like to experience new things. Culture, 

food, people and customs are very important to me.” 

“Have an appreciation for US history and love visiting historic 

sites relevant to the building of the USA.”

“I like to learn about the new place.  Learning is a big part of 

the vacation. I love nature, and beautiful surroundings make 

me happy.”
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“Broadens my horizons, teaches me about different people, 

places, culture, history, lifestyles, cuisine, and keeps me active.” 

“Culture shock is an important element to growth. Learning 

cultural nuances and the history behind them is a kind of 

knowledge best acquired through travel.” 

“Having a vacation spot that is a good mix of tourists and 

locals, where the locals are welcoming to tourists, and provide 

an overall good impression of the area.”
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“Being free to do as I please is important to me. I also want to 

be pampered.”

“Relaxing in a beautiful environment. Enjoying modest luxury. 

Sharing these things with our family and close friends.”

“Your choice of vacation tells people what you like to do in your 

spare time.”
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+ All three segments visit the Maine Lakes & Mountains region in nearly equal balance

• Slightly less Social Sophisticates

+ Product offerings in the region most align with the vacation interests of: 

• Genuine Originals

• Balanced Achievers

• These two segments would be the priority for future product development & 

targeting 

Considerations for the Bethel Area 

Source:  2016 Visitor Profile Segment Analysis 
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+ A good mix of both first time (28%) and repeat visitors (72%)

+ An equal mix of those who chose L&M’s as their primary and secondary location 

+ Mean age 37.7 versus 39 for the state 

+ HHI $82,000 versus $86,400 for the state 

+ More likely to travel with kids (44%) versus (31%) for the state

+ Travel party size 3.2 versus 3.0 for the state 

+ Visit primarily for outdoor recreation, or to visit friends and family 

+ A place where in-state residents travel on day trips 

+ Originate from MA, NY, PA, ME

The Lakes & Mountains Visitor Profile  

Source:  2018 Visitor Profile  
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+ Family fun or children’s activities 49%

+ Touring or sightseeing 44%

+ Active outdoor (non-water) 39%

+ Water activities 29%

+ Food, beverage & culinary 24%

+ Shopping 20%

+ History & culture 18%

“Most Interested” 
Activities for Maine Lakes & Mountains Visitors 

Source:  2018 Visitor Profile  
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Maine Office of Tourism 
Geographic Markets
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Summary

Source: MRI

Visitation Index Web User Index Email-Site Leads Index VG Requests Index Average Index

Boston 857 676 276 171 495

New York 222 171 168 88 162

Philadelphia 154 177 204 162 174

Hartford 400 111 322 200 258

Washington DC 100 200 77 100 119

Baltimore 110 130 90 130 115

Charlotte 70 120 90 110 98

Chicago 35 68 84 106 73

Miami 80 53 80 80 73

Orlando 85 77 92 100 89

Tampa 67 67 67 80 70

Dallas 35 52 87 104 70

Houston 33 48 76 90 62

Atlanta 62 90 100 114 92

Detroit 53 93 120 133 100

Albany 440 240 300 200 295

Providence 380 340 280 160 290

Pittsburgh 155 78 167 144 136

Harrisburg 233 117 217 217 196

Wilkes-Barre 220 80 240 200 185

Buffalo 200 100 260 180 185

Rochester 250 100 200 125 169

Springfield 450 300 350 250 338

Core Markets Developmental (Large) Developmental (Small) Developmental (Small)
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+ National (hyper-targeted)

+ Regional 

• Northeast

• E of the Mississippi

+ Market Specific

• Boston

• New York (outside Manhattan)

• Hartford

• Pennsylvania

• Baltimore/Washington D.C

• Charlotte 

• Atlanta (new)

Market Coverage for the State 
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+ What are your markets? 

+ Are they different than State level data? 

+ What data sources do you use? 

• Individual business reservation data

• Email subscriptions

• Visitor Guide leads

• Intercept studies 

What does your data tell 
you?
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+ In-state residents pose opportunities for short term travel, focus on last minute deals 

+ Consider Boston DMA as a core market 

• Expand into Massachusetts second-tier cities as budget allows

+ Then cover all of New England 

+ Expansion plans would include: 

• New York – focus on Westchester County, Long Island (other than Manhattan)

• Pennsylvania

Early Market Observations From State Data  



Discussion 
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